Diffraction phenomena usually can be formulated in terms of a potential that induces the redistribution of a wave's momentum. Using an atomic Bose-Einstein condensate coupled to the orbitals of a state-selective optical lattice, we investigate a hitherto unexplored nonadiabatic regime of diffraction in which no diffracting potential can be defined, and in which the adiabatic dressed states are strongly mixed. We show how, in the adiabatic limit, the observed coupling between internal and external dynamics gives way to standard Kapitza-Dirac diffraction of atomic matter waves. We demonstrate the utility of our scheme for atom interferometry and discuss prospects for studies of dissipative superfluid phenomena.
Diffraction, the bending of waves around obstacles, is one of the most fundamental and ubiquitous phenomena in optics, with a centuries-old history going back to the works of Grimaldi, Huygens, and Young on the wave nature of light. In the modern era it has led to the understanding of x-rays [1, 2] , has provided direct proof for the wave nature of particles [3] , and today finds many applications in physics and materials science, ranging from electron, x-ray and neutron diffraction, to applications in atom optics [4, 5] .
Quite generally, diffraction is caused by a positiondependent potential with absorptive (imaginary) and/or dispersive (real) character. While the former includes material structures and diffraction gratings, an example for the latter is the ponderomotive potential exerted on electrons by an optical standing wave, as originally suggested by Kapitza and Dirac [6] . Kapitza-Dirac diffraction of electrons was first demonstrated only fairly recently [7] , well after the first observation of an analogous effect on neutral atoms based on the ac Stark shift near an atomic resonance [8] . It has also been applied to Bose-Einstein condensates [9, 10] and has become an important and often-used tool in atom interferometry and metrology [5] .
In this paper, we investigate a hitherto unexplored regime of diffraction, in which a diffracting potential cannot be defined. In our experiment we diffract an atomic matter wave from a microwave-dressed optical lattice, with a diffractive dynamics that is qualitatively different from Kapitza-Dirac diffraction of dressed matter waves from a periodic optical potential. We note that the coherent mixing of states interacting with an external field is often used for the engineering of dressed potentials [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Deviations from adiabaticity have previously been found to have deleterious effects on dressed-state lifetimes [20, 21] . In our experiment, we enter the strongly nonadiabatic regime, in which coherent Landau-Zener transitions of the atomic wavefunction between the adiabatic dressed potentials (driven by zero-point motion) induce a strong coupling between internal and external degrees of freedom, leading to a breakdown of the usual BornOppenheimer (adiabatic) approximation [22] . Our experimental procedure, cf. Fig. 1a , uses microwave radiation to coherently couple an optically trapped 87 Rb condensate (chemical potential µ = h × 1.0(1) kHz in a 60Hz trap at 1064nm [23] ) in state |b = |F = 1, m F = −1 to the state |r = |2, −2 (separated from |b by 6.8 GHz), which is exposed to a deep (30E r ) state-selective 1D optical lattice (wavelength λ = 2π/k = 792 nm, σ + polarization) not seen by the condensate [24, 25] . We study population transfer into the lattice upon applying a rectangular microwave pulse, as a function of the applied Rabi frequency Ω ≤ h × 17 kHz, the pulse duration τ , and the detuning δ from the bare (i.e. no lattice) resonance between |b and |r . In our experiments, residual magnetic-field fluctua- tions limit the shot-to-shot stability of the resonance to δ Z /2π ∼ 0.6 kHz; the typical uncertainty in determining Ω is ∼ 0.2 kHz. The lattice potential V r (z) = V 0 sin 2 (kz) modifies the microwave resonance condition, as |r atoms are confined to lattice orbitals |n (band index n = 0, 1, 2, ...). In our effectively blue-detuned lattice, the resonances are shifted upward by the zero-quasimomentum (q) band energieshω n . We characterize the lattice depth V 0 = sE r with s = 30(2) in terms of E r =hω r = (hk) 2 /2m = h × 3.7 kHz, where m is the atomic mass (we also define E
2 /2m used below). In the harmonic limit,hω n ≈ (n + 1 2 )hω ho , withhω ho = 2
To study the orbital transfer, we first apply pulses of fixed τ = 60µs, Ω/2π = 8.1kHz (corresponding to a π-pulse in the bare case) but variable detuning δ. We then determine the orbital populations P n using a bandmap sequence, consisting of a fast (1 ms) ramp-down of the lattice depth, subsequent free expansion (18 ms), Stern-Gerlach separation of |r and |b , and absorption imaging. The observed transitions, cf. Fig. 1b , are in excellent agreement with the expectation from the lattice calibration, with line shapes that follow the theory for a Rabi pulse with a spectrally limited FWHM of 14 kHz. The free-space Rabi frequency Ω = r|µ · B|b /h, is now modified by the orbital Franck-Condon overlap γ n = n|ψ 0 with the locally flat, single-particle condensate wavefunction |ψ 0 ; furthermore, parity conservation disallows transfer to the odd-n orbitals.
We next study the coherent dynamics on resonance with the transition to the lowest orbital, |0 (where γ 0 = 0.72). For parameters similar to those above, Rabi-type oscillations can be observed for times up to (δ Z ) −1 ∼ 0.3 ms. The first cycle for resonant coupling is shown in Fig. 1c . Comparing the fitted frequency to Ω yields a reduction by 0.70(1), consistent with the calculated γ 0 . We note that the oscillation amplitude is slighty reduced below unity, corresponding to a finite detuning of 1.5(1) kHz in the Rabi model, which is within the systematic lattice calibration error (and comparable to differential mean-field shifts from the density compression in the lattice [27] ).
However, the simple Rabi picture breaks down for stronger couplings. We find that, while the measured oscillation frequency increases with Ω, the amplitude of the orbital population oscillation is strongly suppressed (by up to 30%), cf. Fig. 2a . At the same time, the population in |b undergoes high-contrast, pendellösung-type (albeit not number-conserving) oscillations between the initial momentum state |p = 0hk and |p = ±2hk , cf. Fig. 2b , in phase with the population oscillation. As discussed below, the coupled internal-external dynamics is characteristic for the breakdown of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. The fraction of atoms in |0hk and in |±2hk , for an effective π pulse with γ 0 Ωτ = π, are plotted in Fig. 2c . As a function of Ω, the diffracted fraction increases rapidly once the coupling strength becomes comparable to E (2) r , while the population in |0hk gets suppressed nearly completely, cf. Fig. 2c . We note that for small couplings Ω < ∼ 5kHz, a significant fraction of |b atoms remain in |0hk . However, this latter behavior is explained by the Rabi model if one allows for a small effective detuning of 1.1 kHz ∼ δ Z .
To understand the appearance of additional momentum orders, one might naively describe the effect of extracting atoms from the condensate as that of an imaginary potential formed by the q = 0 Bloch wave (i.e. the array of "absorbing" Wannier functions). However, as in the case of a real periodic potential, the observed complete depletion of the initial state |0hk in this case would entail significantly populating at least one higher order |±2jhk (j = 2, 3, ...), while the observed pendellösung dynamics involving |0, ±2hk exists only in the perturbative limit of a weak optical potential [28] .
A formal description of the system dynamics starts with the full rotating-wave Hamiltonian in the internal state basis {|r , |b } H =p
I +h 2
wherep = −ih∂ z is the canonical momentum operator. In the usual approach, one then diagonalizes H V in order to obtain the dressed states |χ i = α i |b + β i |r (i = 1, 2) and corresponding optical potentialsṼ i , cf. Fig. 3a ; the state of the system evolving under H is then expressed as Ψ = Σ j c j |χ j . However, this only works under the condition ∂ z |χ j ∂ z c j (Born-Oppenheimer approximation) [22] . In our case (cf. Fig. 3a) , where the bare-state energies cross at two positions within each lattice site and for weak coupling, (in our experiment,hΩ ≤ 0.17V 0 ) the dressed-state mixing angle experiences rapid spatial variations. Hence, the adiabatic condition is violated, and off-diagonal terms of the form A ij ∝ χ i |p|χ j become significant, leading to momentum-dependent mixing of the (adiabatic) dressed states. With inseparable kinetic and potential terms in H, the notion of an optical potential causing diffraction breaks down.
The results of a full diagonalization of the Hamiltonian H are shown in Fig. 3b . For the case of very weak microwave couplingshΩ/E (2) r 1 (where E (2) r /V 0 < 1), the energy levels are split by the two-level ac-Stark shift corresponding to the leading-order matrix element in the coupling. For the energetically lowest states |e 0 and |e 1 , the shifts are given by ±0.72hΩ/2, consistent with the Franck-Condon overlap γ 0 of the states |b, 0hk and |r, n = 0 . Switching on the microwave projects the wavefunction into a superposition between |e 0 and |e 1 , whose beat note gives rise to the observed Rabi oscillations between |b, 0hk and |r, n = 0 .
The next-higher |e ± states experience a shift due to off-resonant coupling of the symmetric (antisymmetric) momentum-state combinations (|b, 2hk ± |b, −2hk )/ √ 2 to |r, n = 0 (|r, n = 1 ). For intermediate couplings hΩ ∼ E (2) r , the admixture of (|b, 2hk + |b, −2hk )/ √ 2 to |e 0 and |e 1 induces a downward curving of their energies and gives them the periodicity of the lattice, cf. Fig. 3c . In this regime, the beat between |e 0 and |e 1 leads to the dynamical formation of a periodic density modulation, in phase with the internal-state evolution. While at t = 0 the sum of these states yields the unmodulated state |b, 0hk , at Ωt ≈ π/(γ 0 ) they acquire a π phase shift and add to (|b, 2hk + |b, −2hk )/ √ 2 , which produces the observed diffraction pattern (with a small contamination by |b, 0hk due to the admixture of |e + ).
Strong couplingshΩ E
(2) r induce the admixture of higher-order momentum-state combinations, and since E (2) r ∼hω ho (for s ∼ 10) the dynamics also involves higher even−n orbitals. Taken together, the internal and external dynamics eventually decouple: the former proceeds as a fast oscillation between |b and |r (with Rabi frequency Ω), while in the rotating frame the adiabatic dressed states |χ 1,2 = (|b ± |r )/ √ 2 independently undergo diffraction in the half-depth optical potentials V 1,2 = V (z)/2 ±hΩ/2, with populations P n (τ ) = J 2 n [V 0 τ /4h] spread over many orders n as expected for standard Kapitza-Dirac diffraction, cf. Fig. 3d and 3e. Indeed, for a π-pulse with τ Ω ∼ π, the condition Ω ω ho reproduces the Raman-Nath criterion τ ω ho 1 [9] (we caution that reaching this adiabatic limit would require increasing the microwave power by three orders of magnitude, which is outside our technical capabilities).
Our model accurately reproduces all the observed dynamics in Fig. 2 . The narrowing of the diffraction signal in Fig. 2a (as compared to the orbital transfer) is easily explained by considering that the signal is more pronounced with the depletion of the background in |b, 0hk .
As a simple application of our orbital transfer scheme going beyond mere diffraction, we implement an in-situ detector for matter-wave interferometry, in which the initially unpopulated lattice sites act as an array of probes for the condensate, cf. can be viewed as (microwave-induced) local tunneling of atoms into individual lattice sites. As the transferred atoms are detected, the operation is thus reminiscent of detecting electrons in a tunneling microscope. We first imprint a modulation into the condensate ("pump"), again using orbital transfer. To keep this step separate from the subsequent detection ("probe"), a third internal state |p ≡ |2, −1 with a lattice potential V p = (2/3)V r is used, precluding any unwanted coherence effects in detection. Figure 4b shows the resulting probe signal N r as a function of the time delay T delay between the two pulses. We observe an oscillation in N r , consistent with an on-site beat note at ω (2) r , generated by matter wave interference between recoiling |b, ±2hk and stationary |b, 0hk packets. The decaying envelope reflects a gradual loss of spatial overlap between the wavepackets. Compared to Kapitza-Dirac-based matter-wave interferometry schemes [29, 30] , our 2-pulse sequence allows for a direct, in-situ detection of the matter wave interference contrast, without the need for an additional probe laser.
In the present work, we have studied the dynamics of a condensate coupled to the orbitals of an array of lattice sites. We point out that we do not observe effects of the collisional interaction µ (such as a modification of the ground-state wavefunctions [31] ), as µ is on the order of fluctuations of the orbital-resonance frequency. In the interacting regimehΩ < µ, the healing length ξ =h/(2mµ) −1/2 is compatible with phonon excitation, at a wavelength λ s = (µ/m) 1/2 /Ω = (µ/hΩ)ξ > ξ. The coupling of the single-site dynamics to phonons should allow for the study of dissipative phenomena [32] , including dissipative quantum phase transitions driven by phonon-mediated coupling between sites [33] . Entering this regime in our setup requires a reduction of the ambient-magnetic field fluctuations below 100µG, which is reachable with present-day technology.
In summary, we have demonstrated a novel regime for the diffraction of weakly-dressed matter-waves from a standing wave of light. In this regime, nonadiabatic transitions induce a strong coupling between the internal and external degrees of freedom, such that a description of the standing wave through an optical potential is not possible. In the limit of strong microwave coupling, the decoupling of the internal and external dynamics results in conventional Kapitza-Dirac diffraction from an optical potential. While the coherent internal dynamics give rise to particle-like excitations in the regime explored in this work, an extension into the regime of even weaker microwave coupling, in which the superfluid excitations become sound-like, should prove useful in the study of dissipative phenomena.
